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ABSTRACT

A review is given of the Extrap concept and its possibili-

ties of being extrapolated to a full-scale fusion reactor.

The toroidal Extrap configuration consists of a Z-pinch being

immersed in an octupole field generated by currents in a set of

ring-shaped external conductors. This configuration satisfies

the equilibrium conditions of an optimized fusion reactor,

in having closed field lines, closed particle drift orbits,

fully axisymmetric geometry, no toroidal magnetic field, and

a high plasma beta value.

Small scale linear and toroidal experiments have demon-

strated macroscopic stability, at least for a number 6 =4

of ion Larmor radii being contained within the pinch radius.

The stability appears to be explained by a combination of

MHD-like and kinetic effects in Extrap geometry.

For extrapolation to a full-scale reactor further experi-

mental and theoretical analysis is needed at more reactor

relevant conditions, on such questions as the stability for

6 =20 contained ion Larmor radii, plasma-neutral gas interaction,

anomalous transport and impurity radiation losses. Positive

results from such an analysis will allow for extrapolation

to a rather large class of reactor schemes, including the

containment of charged reaction products, bootstrap operation,

energy containment at a satisfactory margin with respect to

the Lawson limit, compact size and high power density, the

possible use oV advanced fuel reactions, and a comparatively

simple coil system with tolerable power losses and mechanical

stresses, in some cases even consisting of cryogenic or

normally conducting coils at room temperature.
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1. Introduction

During the last decade substantial progress has been

made in fusion research, both along the lines of magnetic and of

inertial confinement. In particular, the best combination

of plasma density n, ion temperature T. and energy contain-

ment time in has been reported at the IAEA fusion research

meeting at Kyoto in 1986 to be ni T.=2xlO m DsK for the

JET and TFTR tokamaks. This value is about a factor of five

above that reported in 1984. It is still about a factor of
25 -^

ten short of the value given by the hyperbola (nip)T.=3xl0 m sK

in the Lawson diagram representing the marginal value for

the thermonuclear DT-reaction, and is another factor of about

ten below the value for efficient reactor operation.

The Lawson diagram and the parameter nTgT. only represent

part of the necessary conditions for a feasible reactor system.

An additional parameter of great importance is the average

beta value. For an efficient use of the DT-reaction, beta

values of at least 10 percent are desirable [l] , and for advanced

fuel reactions substantially higher beta values will become

necessary. The highest average beta so far obtained in tokamaks

is about h percent. Much higher values have been reached

with several other types of confinement systems, but on smaller

scale, on a less advanced level of development, and at

smaller nT£T-j-

Even if substantial progress has thus been made, there

are a number of scientific and technical problems which remain

before the fusion reactor becomes a reality. Criteria for

the assessment of reactor potential have been discussed in

general terms by Carruthers Qf) and Sheffield [l] among others.

It is at this stage not clear which type (or types) of plasma

confinement systems will finally turn out to become the most

suitable for this purpose. To make fusion energy an efficient

and competitive option for energy production, it does not

only become necessary to accomplish a fusion reactor, but



also to achieve the best possible solution. This comprises

such aims as

- the highest possible total efficiency at a technically

and economically relevant power production, by using

the smallest possible linear dimensions and magnetic

field strengths;

the simpliest possible technical construction, also being

suitable for repair and maintenance;

a system which is optimized with respect to safety and

environmental problems;

the possibility of using advanced fuel reactions.

Consequently, fusion research has still to be conducted

along rather broad lines during the foreseeable future, and

must include alternatives to the tokamak concept. The purpose

of this paper is to survey the arguments and the properties

of one of these alternative magnetic confinement concepts,

namely Extrap (External Ring Trap) [J3-£| .



2. Equilibrium Conditions for an Optimized Fusion Reactor

Let us start with an outline of some basic conditions

for a stable equilibrium state of an optimized fusion reactor.

Such a reactor is here defined as a system in which the

efficiency has been driven to its utmost maximum, under the

subsidiary constraints of compactness and the highest possible

technical feasibility.

2.1. Plasma Physical Requirements

The first group of conditions is related to the confinement

of particles and heat in the longitudinal and transverse direct-

ions of the immersed magnetic field B.

2.1.1. P§rii-Sf i§_ tosses_ an<L öeaS_ P. onduc t ion_ A l o n f

In the direction along the magnetic field lines the losses

of ions and electrons can be reduced substantially by various

methods being applied to open magnetic bottles. The heat losses

along B are mainly due to heat conduction by the electrons,

and also this loss can be cut down, by the introduction of

thermal barriers. So far there is, however, a residual heat

flux through such barriers and further investigations become

necessary on the problems of the end losses from open bottles.

A total elimination of the heat flow along B only appears

to be possible by using a closed bottle.

2.1.2. Particle_Losses and Heat Conduction Across

the Magnetic Field

In the transverse direction we first consider the particle

losses and the corresponding heat which is being carried away.

From the single particle point of view a perfect particle

confinemement requires the guiding-centre motion of ions and

electrons to perform closed orbits within the plasma confinement



region, undei* the influence of an inhomogeneous magnetic

field B and of an electric field E which partly

arises from charge separation. In tokamaks, stellarators

and similar configurations with a helical magnetic

field the losses due to open drift orbits are partly reduced

by means of two methods. The first is represented by the rota-

tional transform resulting in a partial short-circuit of the

potential difference along B which arises when the magnetic

surfaces do not coincide with the surfaces generated by the

guiding-centre drift motion. A residual electric field then

remains which drives the particles to the walls at a reduced

drift velocity. The second method is represented by the nearly

current-free stellarator configurations in which the magnetic

surfaces deviate to a smaller extent from the particle drift

surfaces than in other schemes with a rotational transform

of the magnetic field. However, a total elimination of the

transverse particle losses, and a corresponding state in which

the entire particle distribution performs closed drift orbits,

does only appear to become possible for fully axisymmetric

geometry in which the magnetic field B is purely poloidal.

We next turn to the heat losses caused by heat conduction.

Even in a stable state all deviations from nested magnetic

surfaces due to field errors and asymmetries can enhance the

heat losses through electron heat conduction along field

lines which connect various plasma layers in the transverse

direction. Such losses disappear in a fully axisymmetric state.

2.1.3. Heat Losses by Charge Exchange and by Radiation

There are heat losses due to plasma-neutral gas interaction

and impurity radiation. To avoid the direct penetration of

neutral particles (including impurities) into the hot plasma

core, the product na of the average plasma density n and

the average transverse dimnensions ä (minor radius) of the

plasma cross section has to exceed the value 5x10 m ~ by a

substantial margin, i.e. the plasma should become impermeable

to neutral gas [6J. In addition, a magnetic limiter becomes
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advantageous for the control of impurities and plasma profiles,

and there is a similar advantage due to a gas-blanket

(cold-mantle) [jo] .

In a pure hot plasma there are further radiation losses

from bremsstrahlung and cyclotron radiation. In the case of

negligible reabsorption the latter become the larger ones,

and the corresponding power loss per unit volume is given

by [7]

= 3.7xlO"52(nT)2/6 (1)

where Z=l, n and T stand for the densities and temperatures

of ions and electrons, 8=4)JonkT/B , and Si-units are used

throughout this paper. For the desired values of nT in a fusion

reactor, and particularly when the field B is inhomogeneous,

incomplete reabsorption can become a problem when the

beta value is only a few percent. Even if substantial loss

reduction can be achieved through reabsorption in presence

of reflecting walls [Ö] , it is not clear at this stage whether

this alone becomes sufficient for cyclotron radiation not

to affect the power balance at low beta values. To overcome

this problem the highest possible local beta value should

be aimed at, within the hottest parts of the plasma. This

condition is of crucial importance to advanced fuel reactions.

2.2. Fusion Technological Requirements

In addition to the general requirements on technical

and economical feasibility, on simplicity in construction,

repair and maintenance and within the safety and environmental

sector, there are two main conditions which are to be specified

here.

The first concerns the available power density and compact-

ness of the reactor system, and the associated possibility

of using advanced reactions. Denoting the maximum density,



temperature and magnetic field strength within the confinement

volume by n , T and B , the ratio between the plasma volume

V and the total thermonuclear power P becomes [~2]

V/P = F/B^B^ = gä/n F = fp2k
2
T2/PoQ (2)

where P is the thermonuclear reaction rate, Q is the

released energy per reaction, f and g are dimensionless

geometric factors of order unity, n is the total wall loading

and 3 =tp n kT /B is a measure of the average "plasma beta

value" being defined with respect to confinement volume. The

factor F in equation (2) is a relatively slow function of

T at temperatures of thermonuclear interest. The magnetic

field strength B is further limited by physical and technical

constraints of the associated coil system. With these con-

straints, and at a desired total power P and wall loading

II, it is then seen that a high beta value minimizes the reactor

size a and volume V. The advanced reactions further lead

to increased values of F, and their realization in a fusion

reactor therefore requires higher beta values than the

DT-reaction, At a given plasma pressure, an increasing beta

value also decreases the necessary magnetic field, possibly

to strengths at which superconducting coils can be replaced

by simpler refrigerated normally conducting coil systems,

with reduced mechanical stresses.

The second condition concerns steady operation which

has a clear technical advantage to pulsed operation. Current-

drive based on high-frequency oscillations, beam injection,

and bootstrap operation are some of the methods which have

been proposed for this purpose. Among these methods bootstrap

operation with contained charged reaction products has the

advantage of not requiring an auxiliary power input, thereby

minimizing the circulating power and enhancing the efficiency

of the system.
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2.3• Summary of Optimum Conditions

The presently described conditions for optimization are

listed in Table 1. There are several systems which are likely

to satisfy part of these conditions. Thus the tokamak, stellar-

ator, reversed-field pinch, bumpy torus, tandem mirror, and

field-reversed theta pinch are all configurations which at least

in principle are capable of reaching the reactor parameter regime.

Nevertheless, as will become more clear from the following

parts of this context, Extrap seems to be one of the few concepts

having the possibility of fulfilling all the optimum conditions

being listed here.
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3. Main Features and Problems of the Extrap Concept

The Extrap concept is still at an early stage of develop-

ment. Its main features and associated problems will be described

in this section.

3-1. Definition of Basic Features

An example of toroidal Extrap geometry is outlined in

Fig.l. A Z-pinch is immersed in an octupole field produced

by currents in external conductors [3-5] . For control

of the plasma loop force, a vertical magnetic field component

can be added to this system. Four magnetic x-type zero points

and a resulting magnetic separatrix are formed by the super-

position of the Z-pinch and octupole magnetic fields. There

is no magnetic field along the pinch axis (magnetic axis).

The figure shows one example of the class of Extrap confi-

gurations which also includes geometries with other numbers,

positions and current directions of the external conductors [3] .

A weak toroidal magnetic field can be superimposed, if this

becomes desirable.

In connection with the points made in the previous section,

the following basic features of the Extrap concept can here

be identified:

Closed magnetic bottle.

Axisymmetry with a purely poloidal magnetic field and

closed particle drift orbits.

High plasma beta value.

Relatively high ion density which makes impermeable plasma

density regime accessible. Cold-mantle can be introduced.

Steady-state bootstrap operation possible with contained

charged reaction products, for certain plasma profile shapes

as described later in more detail. The bootstrap currents in

Extrap should also become larger than in a system with a

strong toroidal magnetic field component.
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Separatrix can form magnetic limiter, and act as divertor.

System not sensitive to magnetic surface splitting s.nd

magnetic island formation, on account of the strong purely

poloidal magnetic field.

Short magnetic connection lengths.

High plasma temperatures can be reached by ohmic heating.

Coil system becomes relatively simple, and there are no coils

required for the generation of a strong toroidal f*ield.

No conducting walls have to link the torus.

These features satisfy the optimum equilibrium con-

ditions outlined in Section 2. For an extrapolation

to reactor conditions, investigations still remain

within several areas such as the plasma parameter ranges for

stable operation and the optimization of the fusion technological

features, including the engineering beta value and coil stresses.

These points will be further treated in this context.

3.2. Status of Extrap Experiments

Experimental investigations have been performed

in linear, toroidal sector and fully toroidal geometry.

3.2.1. Linear Experiments

A small-scale linear experiment was first performed

to study the influence of a transverse octupole field on a

pinch discharge QfJ. The octupole field was generated by currents

in four parallell rod conductors. Breakdown took place along

the zero line of the octupole field, and a Z-pinch was formed

with this line as axis of symmetry, and with the pinch current

being antiparallell to the rod currents. A pinched column

of growing width was seen to be built up during the first

microseconds, as the plasma current rose to its steady-state

value. This behaviour differs from that of a conventional
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pinch without octupole field, i.e. where a current sheath

is formed at the walls and propagates radially inwards. The

increase of the pinch radius was caused by accumulation and

ionization of the surrounding neutral gas. The average pinch

rad:us a" reached a quasi-steady value being somewhat smaller

than 1 cm. During start-up and before a quasi-steady state

had been established, disturbances were recorded by magnetic

pick-up coils and loop signals which were used to study the

axial part of a fluctuating field component which would be

induced by plasma current perturbations. These signals were

observed to decay to a negligible level when entering the

quasi-steady state of the pinch, provided that the ratio

J /J between the pinch current J and the rod currents

J was kept below a value of about 0.25. This state lasted

throughout the entire time of the discharge,and its macroscopic

stability was also clearly demonstrated by streak and framing

photography. For pinch radii a being somewhat smaller than

the axial distance a of the external conductors, the corres-

ponding ratio of the magnetic fields generated by the currents

J and J becomes

6B = Bva/Bpa=il(a/av)Z'(Jv/Jp)

at the pinch surface. In the experiments a =2.9 cm, thus

leading to stability at a rather low magnetic field ratio

0D =0.1. This would indicate that the pinch did not
D

extend all the way out to the magnetic separatrix.

Superposition of an axial magnetic field was observed

to deteriorate the stability properties, as soon as the strength

of this field became comparable to the strength of the transverse

field at the pinch surface.
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A second series of experiments was concentrated on studies

of breakdown in linear geometry [j.O,ll], and on the scaling

of the pinch parameters at pinch currents up to 20 kA, thereby

demonstrating macroscopically stable equilibria with distribu-

ted current density for about 100 Alfven times [1.2-14] . When

J /J >0.25 the recorded fluctuations persisted into the steady-

current phase of the discharge and kink-like disturbances

were detected. In these experiments there were indications

that the pinch in some cases extends all the way out

to the separatrix.

Investigations have also been performed on the influence

of the non-circularity of the plasma cross section on

MHD-stability, including hexapole-based geometries

The diagnostics of the linear and toroidal experiments

have recently been upgraded by a multipoint Thomson scattering

system for simultaneous measurements of the electron temperature

and density at three different positions and two different

times during a single plasma shot [l6} . The linear Extrap-Ll

device has also been used for pilot experiments supporting

the investigations with the fully toroidal device

Extrap-Tl [ll} .

In the experiments made so far macroscopically stable

states have been demonstrated. However, the existence and

f-.e effects of microinstabilities in Extrap still remains

an open question which has to be tackled in future experiments.

3.2.2. Toroidal Sector_Exgeriments

An experiment has been undertaken with a toroidal 60 sec-

tor oV 0.4 m average major radius, in a first study of toroidal

effects on equilibrium and stability [l2,lj~]. Apart from

having a torodoial curvature and a larger column length, this

experiment is characterized by essentially the same parameters

as those of the earlier performed linear experiments. The main
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external field was generated by four ring-shaped coils. In

addition, there were trim coils for adjustment of the external

field and for control of the plasma equilibrium position.

The experiments showed that breakdown occurs along the

curved weak-field region of the octupole field. A pinch was

further built up which became macroscopically stable in a

quasi-steady state when J /J <0.5 where J denotes the

average value of the current per external ring conductor.

When the ratio J
D/

J
V
 w a s made to exceed this value, the

pinch became unstable against vertical displacements, in combin-

ation with radial deviations of the major pinch radius from

the magnetic axis of the octupole field. The radially outward

directed drift of the current channel could further be stopped

by applying a vertical magnetic field. It was also shown that

the stability against vertical displacements became affected

by the nature of the vacuum flux plot during the formation

phase and positioning of the discharge.

Consequently, the results of the toroidal sector experiment

were largely the same as those obtained in linear geometry,

and they also indicated that the toroidal curvature effects

could be controlled as expected from theory.

3.2.3. Fully _Toroidal _Exp_eriments_

The encouraging results obtained from linear and sector

experiments have formed the basis for a fully toroidal experiment

with device Extrap-Tl. The purpose of this device is to test

the Extrap confinement principle in fully toroidal geometry,

by studying break-down, build-up, equilibrium, transport,

and stability. The design parameters have been chosen such

as to become close to the linear dimensions and the aspect

ratio of the sector experiment, and by aiming at pinch currents

up to 50 kA and characteristic currents of 100 kA per ring,

at discharge pulse lengths of 100 JJS [il,l8].
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A first series of experiments with device Extrap-Tl has

shown that breakdown can be achieved in fully toroidal geometry

with a ring system which is uninsulated from the plasma, except

at the positions of two insulated gaps\\9}. Pinch current

densities of 2x10 A/m have been measured in these first
20 ~̂

experiments, at an estimated plasma density of 6x10 m J

and a temperature of about 4 eV.

In continuing experiments the pinch and conductor

currents will be increased, and a vertical magnetic field

be introduced for control of the equilibrium position. Invest-

igations are also planned on a fully axisymmetric system in

which the ring conductors are closed loops and the ring

currents are driven by an induced electric field.

An important aim of future experiments is to raise -he

plasma temperature above the radiation barriers of oxygen

and other light impurities. It is also necessary

to reach a regime of low collisionality, i.e. where the gyro

frequencies are much larger than the collision frequencies.

3.3. Status of Extrap Theory

Theoretical work on single particle motion, breakdown,

plasma-heating, equilibrium, transport and stability has so

far been conducted in terms of orbit analysis, MHD-like theory

and kinetic analysis. The parameter regimes of Extrap partly

require an extension of basic plasma theory into

unexplored areas.

3.3.1. Particle_Orbits

The conditions for breakdown have been discussed in terms

of orbit analysis in presence of an electric field [10,201 .

In the weak-field region close to the pinch axis, ions and

electrons move in "meander-type" (snake-like) orbits[l2,2lj.
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A systematic classification of all orbit types has recently

been presented [2.2] .

3.3.2. Dissipation-Free Equilibria

The shape of the externally imposed multipole field and

its neutral (zero) lines has been investigated. The superposition

of the magnetic fields from the Z-pinch and from four conductor

rings (or rods) can be arranged such as to result in a magnetic

separatrix with four x-points and in an O-poir.t at the magnetic

axis \_Z] . In linear geometry an octupole geometry based on

eight conductors has been proposed [23^ , and in toroidal geometry

a number of configurations have been analysed 0*4].

Studies on dissipation-free plasma equilibria in linear

geometry have been undertaken at an early stage by means of

a numerical model [25] . This has been followed by a discussion

of the exact solutions of the Grad-Shafranov equation and

a proposed method for obtaining approximate solutions [26J.

A special method of analysis has been developed for small

deviations from circularity of the plasma cross section from

which the associated current profiles can be calculated [zf] .

Further investigations on linear geometry have been performed

in terms of conformal mapping [28] . From the constants of motion

of kinetic theory it has been shown that MHD — like momentum

balance equations can be deduced for a steady state [29].

Finally , one study has been devoted to the generation of

flux coordinate systems in straight Extrap geometry [30].

Toroidal dissipation-free equilibria were first discussed

in terms of the Grad-Shafranov equation £3,3l]. The free-boundary

equilibria and a corresponding control of the plasma loop

force and position have been treated by means of a computer

code C32-3/Q. Analytic solutions for small deviations from

circularity of the plasma cross section are available [35]•

Finally, a two-dimensional analogy of toroidal geometry was

developed at an early stage, by means of conformal mapping
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3.3-3. Dissipative Equilibria and Transport

The steady-state pressure balance and related transport

phenomena in presence of various loss mechanisms were considered

at an early stage [3.37.3C]- These investigations included

the problems of bootstrap operation, resistive diffusion,

radial inward drift due to the electric field along the pinch

axis, the plasma-neutral gas balance in presence of a cold-mantle,

the heat balance in presence of radiation losses and thermo-

nuclear reactions, and simplified scaling laws connecting

the pinch current, pinch radius, axial temperature, axial

particle density and neutral blanket density.

In a low-density model with net radial flow, circulation of

matter,and dominating transverse losses,the magnetic field strength

was found to become peaked towards the boundary region £39] •

The pinch radius was further found to become a function of

the energy balance 0̂ 9»'•p]» in agreement with earlier results

[3,3^. The maximum possible pinch radius is, of course, limited

by the magnetic separatrix outlined in Fig.l. An increase

of the plasma losses caused by the separatrix and its x-points,

which act as sinks, influences the plasma boundary conditions

by reducing the pressure gradient and current density near

the separatrix [4l]. A cold-mantle and the associated cool

partially ionized boundary layer will affect the plasma boundary

conditions in a similar way

The presence of a large neutral gas reservoir outside

of the separatrix of Fig.l introduces a cold-mantle and a

partially ionized boundary layer through which the density

of the pinch core becomes coupled to the external neutral

gas density [3»^Q' In other words, the plasma core acts as

an ionization "pump" of neutral gas. This effect complicates

the effort to reach high pinch temperatures, as determined

by the Bennett relation. It implies that an increase in

pinch current J does not lead to a substantial increase
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in plasma temperature, but only results in an increased pumping

efficiency, and an increased accumulation of matter and

particle density in the pinch core. One way to avoid this

effect in the experiments is to decrease the filling density

and the volume of the neutral gas reservoir.

To treat in a self-consistent way the complicated problem

of a fully ionized pinch surrounded by and interacting with

a neutral gas blanket, an approach has been made in terms

of a full set of particle, momentum and heat balance equations,

to be solved by means of a computer. This investigation has

started at the stage of a zero-dimensional computer code which

shows that the maximum plasma density and temperature become

sensitive to the profile shapes and the impurity content [43] .

The development of a more advanced model is being prepared

[[45] . Further considerations have been devoted to transport

in Extrap. These include a neutral gas component Q»5] and

discuss the effects of the boundary conditions on the plasma

parameters and the influence of the partially ionized low-beta

plasma in the region outside of the separatrix in Fig.l

The resistive effects have recently been reconsidered,

with special emphasis on the dependence of the plasma relaxation

times [47] .

3.3.4

Ohmic heating in the Z-pinch is comparatively efficient,

due to the high current density. Nevertheless auxiliary heating

mechanisms are of interest to a further development of the

Extrap concept.

The meander-type particle orbits which pass through the

magnetic axis perform oscillations to which an externally

imposed electri; field can be tuned Q.2,2i~|. The corresponding

frequency is associated only with a small group of particles

near the pinch axis, and this becomes an advantage for auxiliary
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heating based on meander resonance.

The wave propagation and absorption in Extrap is found to

be quite different from that in systems with a strong toroidal

magnetic field Q.2,2l]. Thus, ion-cyclotron damping becomes

important already at moderate temperatures.

3.3.5. MHD- Like_Stability_Analysis

The earliest considerations on Extrap stability were

due to the idea of stabilizing the Z-pinch by means of an

imposed inhomogeneous transverse magnetic field, instead of

using an imposed longitudinal (axial) homogeneous magnetic

field £3-5] • This idea was based on the fact that rigid displace-

ments of a superconductor in an inhomogeneous magnetic field

are counteracted by the forces which arise from induced electric

currents. Consequently, the inhomogeneous transverse field

should become more efficient in stabilizing long-wave nearly

rigid m=l kink perturbations than a homogeneous longitudinal

magnetic field. Analysis of rigid-body perturbations by means

of the energy principle indicate that such a stabilizing effect

exists (3,4S], and this has been confirmed by later invest-

igations [49,50]• Whether this effect is due to the inhomogeneity

itself or to the resulting non-circularity of the plasma cross

section cannot be judged at this stage.

In a general MHD analysis the plasma cross section cannot

be treated like a rigid body. It becomes deformed and therefore

has a fine structure which includes a whole spectrum of possible

perturbation wavelengths. The first attempts of an analysis

in this direction were made with an equivalent two-dimensional

model having surface currents, and in which the stability

of axisymmetric modes was examined £36]. A surface-current

model was later developed to study MHD stability at weak non-

circularity. It showed that part of the spectrum of sausage

modes becomes stabilized \_5\} .
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An MHD analysis of toroidal equilibria has been performed

by means of the GATO code (31,52]. The resulting unstable

spectrum could be divided into internal and free-boundary

modes, of which the latter have the largest growth rates at

small toroidal wave numbers. All modes were found to be unstable,

except for a square-shaped plasma cross section and when the

current density vanishes smoothly at the boundary. On the

basis of these results, a new mechanism for stabili-

zation was proposed, being based on the fact that reduced

pressure gradients arise at a boundary which is localized

close to the magnetic separatrix. These results have been

confirmed by an analytical study which was generalized to

an arbitrary number of external conductors, for small degrees

of non-circularity [4SÖ • A n important issue in this study

is the degeneracy of modes corresponding to various poloidal

mode numbers. It is shown that the degeneracy of the m=l mode

prevails to all orders of non-circularity, and that the mode

m=2 is most strongly affected by the external field.

Further stability analysis by means of the energy principle

was applied to two-dimensional displacements which were found

to become unstable for all parameter values \^6] . An expression

for the growth rate of long-wavelength m=l kink modes has been

derived for arbitrary curent profiles in a circular Z-pinch,

without an externally imposed magnetic field Q>3j • These results

show that stabilization cannot be achieved by a smooth current

profile alone, but must in the case of Extrap also be due

to the imposed external magnetic field and its influence on the

cross-sectional shape. The analysis has been further extended

to arbitrary current profiles, treated by normal mode

analysis [b1^ • I* w a s then found that peaking of the

current profile towards the axis decreases the instability

growth rate. By an expansion in the non-circularity parameter,

an analytic expression has been obtained for the growth rate

of m=l displacements for an arbitrary current profile [5^ •

In this latter analysis it was also found that the growth

rate can be reduced to a low level when the total current

in the outermost boundary layer is made sufficiently small,

in agreement with the earlier proposed smooth current profile
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for a plasma which extends out to the magnetic separatrix

[41,52]. This condition is, however, not sufficient alone

to explain the absence of unstable long kink modes in

Ex t rap [55] .
The boundary conditions of the Extrap configuration also

contribute in several other ways to the over-all stability

properties of the plasma. First the magnetic field lines can

for certain current distributions have "good" curvature with

respect to ballooning and other modes which appear along certain

parts of the plasma perimeter, thereby leading to fluid-stable

parts of the pinch cross-section [3,37,5Cl- Second, the partially

ionized boundary layer can give rise to important stabilizing

effects and modifications of the boundary conditions,both by

smoothing the pressure and current profiles, and by introducing

joint viscosity-resistivity effects on the perturbations [3] . In

this respect it should be observed that neither viscosity nor

resistivity could have a stabilizing effect alone [3J , and

that the influence of viscosity is important in the boundary

layer but not in the hot plasma core [3,57]. Third, the partially

ionized low-beta plasma in the region outside of the magnetic

separatrix may also contribute in a similar way to stability [58] .

The effect of anisotropy on stability has been examined

in terms of double adiabatic theory for toroidal plasmas,

yielding two second order differential equations for which

specific stability criteria were derived Q>9]• This effect

has been examined in the special case of m=l small wavelength

modes in the Z-pinch [60] .

A stabilizing contribution from the Hall effect has been

demonstrated for small wavelength kink instabilities near

an elliptic magnetic stagnation line [6l] .

The finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects are kinetic correct-

ions of ideal MHD theory which hold when the Larmor radius

remains small as compared to the characteristic dimensions

of the system and of the perturbations to be studied. At an

early stage the FLR effects were proposed to add a stabili-

zing mechanism to the MHD properties of the Extrap sys-

tem [3]. This mechanism was further discussed and investigated

in connection with linear [62] and toroidal [41,52] Extrap

equilibria. In the linear case the internal modes were found
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not exceed a critical value of the order of 10 ions per

meter. Additional investigations have been devoted to the

stability equations for pinch equilibrium \j>3} . The results

for cylindrical Z-pinches indicate that FLR effects always

give rise to a stabilizing contribution, except for the m=l

mode [64̂ 1 . A variational principle and a theorem for comparison

between kinetic and MHD conditions has been elaborated for

the kinetic stability of two-dimensional Vlasov equilibria,

being valid for internal modes [65}. Attention has also been

drawn to an additional stabilizing FLR effect which should

influence kink perturbations and which is due to violation

of the second adiabatic invariant ["66] .

The resistive equilibrium and stability of Extrap has

recently been reconsidered [jif] . In these investigations it

is shown that the time scale of filamentation of the discharge

by tearing mode formation is in so far performed experiments

comparable to the discharge duration. Further, start-up may

lead to compressional oscillations around an equilibrium.

Finally, in the case of the earlier discussed average-minimum-B

properties and the associated negative curvature of the magnetic

field at the periphery of the pinch (j,37,47,56,67]] , a maximum

attainable beta value of the pinch is obtained as required

by the ballooning criterion. In an additional analysis on

time-dependent resistive equilibrium of the pinch strongly

non-linear damped oscillations were found to arise, being

associated with the scaling of the system and its dynamic

stability properties {j68j-

3.3.6. Kinetic Stability Analysis

In the weak-field region of the hot plasma core, near

the axis of an Extrap pinch, violation of the constancy of

the first adiabatic invariant takes place. This region acts

like a scattering center giving rise to particle diffusion

which "smears out" the plasma perturbations, thus tending
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in the near-axis region Q*, 5~| • In some sense the plasma core

in this weak-field region therefore acts like an inserted

metal conductor. A similar situation prevails near the x-points

of Fig.l.

In fact, the ion Larmor radius a. cannot be considered

to be small compared to the characteristic macroscopic dimensions

within any part of an experimentally studied Extrap pinch [69].

Thus, the number of ion Larmor radii contained within the

average pinch radius 5 becomes [38,693 •

/6o/fo=[e(uo/TTmi)
1/2]g./N./Bo CO

where T is the temperature at the pinch axis, m. the ion

mass, f. and g. are dimensionless factors being approximately

equal to unity, and N. is the line density of the pinch.

With J =7xlO3A, TQ=10
5K and &o=0.9 as typical data of

the linear experiments [9], we obtain 9 = 4 . Therefore kinetic

effects become crucial to these experiments and have to be

included in the theoretical analysis.

At sufficiently high beta values, MHD theory thus leads

to an incomplete and sometimes erroneous description of the

dynamics of a magnetized plasma [69-71]. In a hot high-beta

plasma the individual ions make large excursions both in the

transverse and longitudinal directions of the magnetic field.

As a result, a collisionless plasma then approaches a state

being similar to that of a freely streaming dilute gas. This

applies when the perturbation wave lengths 2n/k become

smaller than the average ion Larmor radius a,, or when these

wave lengths become smaller than the distance 2TTU./U>. which

an ion travels along a field line at the thermal speed u, during

the gyro time 2ir/k . The condition for kinetic effects to be

neglected and for MHD theory to become strictly applicable thus

reduces to [69-7l]
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26<<i (5)

for both transverse and longitudinal excursions. Here
2 1/2

to . = (e n/e m.) stands for the ion plasma frequency at the
pi o i 2

particle density n, and 6=4uQnKT/B is the beta value.

The physical mechanisms of the transverse and longitudinal

large Larmor radius (LLR) effects just described are entirely

different from those of the MHD-like FLR effects. The physics

underlying the FLR effects is based on a differential ExB

drift of the ions with respect to the electrons which thus

gives rise to charge separation, whereas the transverse

and longitudinal LLR effects are based on phase mixing

through large particle excursions. In several cases

the LLR effects on perturbations also become much stronger

than the FLR effects.

A few special examples of LLR effects have recently been

given. The first demonstrates the phase mixing due to the

transverse effects. It results in a strong "kinetic damping"

of the perturbations and of the forces driving such instabilities

as the electrostatic gravitation mode [69,7l]• T n e physical

behaviour of the plasma then becomes radically different from

that described by MHD-theory, and the time dependence of the

perturbations cannot even be expressed in terms of normal

modes of the form exp(io)t), but include a factor

exp^-fka^ sin (u^t/2)]. The kinetic effects are considerable

in this example at least when ka.^,1, i.e. when a. becomes

larger than A/2ff where A is the wavelength of the perturba-

tion.

The second example demonstrates the phase mixing due

to longitudinal LLR effects which result in strong kinetic
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damping of the short wave-length part of the Alfve'n wave

spectrum [jo] .

The influence of the LLR effects has been demonstrated

in a number of simple cases, but similar results are likely

to be obtained also under more general conditions. The fine

structure of the perturbations in any magnetized plasma is

therefore expected to become strongly influenced and distorted

by LLR effects, and this is likely to alter the stability

situation substantially, as compared to that described by

MHD-like theory.

From the theoretical investigations made so far |l>9-7i~)

strong LLR effects are thus expected to influence at least

those parts of the spectrum for which the ion Larmor diameter

is larger than or comparable to a quarter wavelength of the

perturbations, i.e. for all wave lengths being smaller than

Xci = 8 ai " 8 i / 9i ( 6 )

where 0. is defined in equation (4). However, at this stage

there are no detailed investigations on the exact parameter

limits within which the present kinetic effects dominate the

plasma behaviour. This requires further investigations to be

made, including the charge separation effects on the dynamics

of the perturbations [jl] .

3.3.7.

With the special aim of understanding the start-up process

in fully toroidal Extrap geometry, an MHD analysis has recently

been elaborated on breakdown and its dependence on the external

magnetic field conditions [72,73]. Different options for

the start-up process have been described in this connection.

3.4. Comparison between Stability Analysis and Experiments

The stability of Extrap, and similar schemes such as

the Field Reversed Configurations (FRC), includes a complex

of problems part of which are outside the frame of the con-

ventional analysis on magnetically confined plasmas. Thus,

the observed macroscopic stability cannot be fully explained

by MHD-like theory alone.
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The experimentally detected fluctuations during the

build-phase of the linear Extrap discharge are expected,

because the pinch radius is small at this stage and the

externally imposed octupole field is weak near its zero line,

thus having a negligible influence on the pinch. Consequently,

the pinch behaviour during this phase is likely to become

similar to that of the conventional unstabilized pinch, i.e.

without an imposed external field.

During the quasi-steady phase, a macroscopically stable

pinch has been seen to exist, but only for current ratios

J /J below a certain limit. A further increase of this

ratio to large values would make the external conductor current

J too weak for the pinch to be stabilized £37]. Consequently,

an unstable region for large J /J is in any case expected

to exist.

The observed macroscopic stability during the quasi-steady

phase and at current ratios J /J below the observed critical

level is likely to be explained by the .joint influence of

a number of stabilizing effects, as described in the previous

sections (see also Table 2). The situation can be summarized

as follows:

(i) The externally imposed inhomogeneous magnetic field

puts certain constraints on the dynamics of the perturb-

ations, by the induced currents which arise from plasma

motion across the field inhomogeneity and corresponding

induced currents. This effect is due to the spatial

inhomogeneity of both the direction and modulus of the

imposed field. It is similar to the effect of magnetic shear

which is mainly based on an inhomogeneity of the direction

of the imposed external field.

(ii) In certain parts of the outer plasma layers there can

exist regions with good curvature which form stable parts

of the pinch cross section and are linked across bad

regions by short connection lengths. The average radius

of the magnetic separatrix increases only slowly with
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the pinch current, i.e. as (J /J ) . At the same time

the plasma pressure increases nearly as J , according

to the Bennett relation for a slowly changing average

pinch radius, being near]y equal to the average radius

of the separatrix. The bad regions then sooner or later

become "overloaded" by the plasma pressure and go unstable,

in the form of ideal or resistive ballooning-like modes.

This is one oC several possible scenarios for the plasma

behaviour above the stability limit.

(iii)The magnetic separatrix and its x-points act as a sink

in the plasma equilibrium state, thereby smoothing the

pressure and current density profiles by making the tempe-

rature and density gradients small in the outer plasma

layers. In addition, the separatrix (i.e. the externally

imposed inhomogeneous field), determines the shape of

the pinch cross section. MHD theory has predicted the

most favourable stability situation to arise for the

square-shaped cross section which is obtained from an

external octupole field, and for a current density which

smoothly approaches zero at the plasma boundary. The

most dangerous modes would then become those with vertical

displacements. The displacements observed in experiments

at the stability limit seem to agree with this picture,

but ballooning-like displacements, as outlined under

(ii)above, could also provide a possible description

of the measured vertical and radial displacements.

(iv) In all Extrap experiments made so far a large amount of

comparatively dense neutral gas has occupied the region

outside the magnetic separatrix in Fig.l. Since the

partially ionized low-beta plasma in this region is

not well confined,its temperature and ionization degree

are expected to become only moderately high. Consequently,

part of the neutral gas will be able to penetrate into

the region being inside of the magnetic separatrix. A

cold-..iantle (gas blanket) balance therefore establishes
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itself, with a dense and comparatively cool partially

ionized boundary layer being extended inwards, beyond

the separatrix. This layer also has a certain smoothing

effect on the pressure and current density profiles at

the boundary, in a way being similar to that being due

to the separatrix. On the other hand, the associated

ionization and recirculation of matter will sustain a

non-zero plasma pressure gradient. In addition, the joint

viscosity-resistivity effects in the boundary layer have

a strong local stabilizing effect on a large class of

perturbations.

(v) Radial pinch eigenoscillations could also act in a way

to provide dynamic "self-stabilization" of the system.

This is a newly proposed mechanism which requires further

investigation.

(vi) The MHD-like finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects have

a general stabilizing influence on a large class of

modes in a magnetized plasma. The underlying mechanism

is due to a differential ExB drift between ions and

electrons, giving rise to an additional electric current

density. However, the relative number 8. of Larmor

radii given by equation (4) is rather low in so far

performed Extrap experiments. This implies that the

applicability of the approximations underlying the FLR

terms in MHD-like theory becomes questionable for Extrap.

Therefore the conclusions about the magnitude of the

FLR stabilizing effect also becomes uncertain in these ex-

periments. Also the Hall effect could contribute to stabilit

(vii) The non-MHD effects represented by non-adiabatic scattering

in the weak-field regions near the o- and x-points give

rise to a flattening of the local temperature and density

profiles.

(viii)The small relative number 6. of ion Larmor radii

in so far performed Extrap experiments make kinetic

effects important for a large class of electrostatic

and electromagnetic perturbations, and for almost the
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entire wavelength spectrum of possible perturbations.

Thus the transverse and longitudinal large Larmor radius

(LLR) effects introduce strong phase mixing and kinetic

damping for intermediate and small perturbation wave

lengths. Only the largest wave-lengths, such as those

being associated with rigid-body displacements, should

not become influenced by LLR effects. In other words,

the fine-structure of any MHD eigenmode becomes strongly

distorted and damped by LLR effects, in the parameter

ranges which apply to present Extrap experiments. These

effects should also become important to a number of

other confinement schemes, such as field reversed (FRC)

configurations and tokamaks operated in the second

high-beta stability regime

In summary, it is seen that the constraints due to the

imposed external magnetic field and associated MHD-like proper-

ties can, in combination with LLR effects, give a plausible

explanation of the observed macroscopic stability of Extrap.

Microinstabilities and possible effects of anomalous transport

require further investigation.
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3.5- Status of Extrap Technology

The work on Extrap technology is still at an early stage.

Preliminary analysis has been made within certain areas such

as those of bootstrap operation ^,4,74^, plasma equilibrium

and energy balance of a linear Extrap system under thermonuclear

conditions [38], power loss problems of the external coil

system \j5\ , estimations of the reactor parameter ranges [4,76],

and the engineering beta value [23,74].

3.5.I. Bootstrap_Operation

The conditions for bootstrap operation of the Z-pinch

have recently been reconsidered [74]. It is shown that equili-

brium states become possible when the particle losses are

balanced by volume sources of ionized matter, and the heat

losses are balanced by heat sources distributed over the plasma

volume and originating from various heating mechanisms. For

these states relevant bootstrap currents are sustained in

the axial pinch direction by the plasma motion due to radial

diffusion. Under similar plasma conditions the bootstrap currents

in a Z-pinch without axial magnetic field become higher than

in a tokamak-like configuration with a strong axial field,

by a factor 1//& where 6™ is the average beta value of

the tokamak-like configuration.

Since volume sources of matter can readily be realized

whereas a volume distribution of particle sinks is difficult

to establish in a hot plasma, this puts a certain constraint

on the particle balance equation and the plasma temperature

and density profiles. Some numerical examples have been given

which satisfy this constraint and lead to relevant plasma

current and magnetic field profiles, also under reactor-like

conditions [74^ . A simple example is given by a nearly constant

density profile n=n =5x10 m within the plasma core,
O o

an axial temperature T =4x10 K, a temperature profile
? ° c

T/T =l-(r/r ) where r =0.3 m, and a temperature Tb=10^K



at the interface between the core and the partially ionized

boundary layer. This results in a constant axial current density
6 ? 6

j =14x10 A/nT, a total pinch current J =4x10 A, and a magnetic

field strength B -2.6 tesla at the pinch surface. Further

tne required particle source intensity varies from 3-3x10 m s

at the axis to 3.3x10 m'-'s" near the boundary. Correspondingly

higher values are obtained in the case of anomalous transport.

The total pinch current J becomes sufficient for alpha

particle containment.

3.5-2. Outline of Parameters for a Compact Reactor

As an example, the parameters of a compact reactor based on

the DT-reaction will now be briefly outlined. The system is

assumed to be toroidal, having average major and minor radii,
- 2-2

R and a, and a volume V=2ir Ra . With a parabolic pressure
profile, the Bennett relation can be written as £37T

Cp-5Mo/24»
2k (7)

In analogy with equation (2) we then obtain

V/P = 36(UokT0)
2/25fvPoQBQ (8)

where f <1 is a dimensionless factor representing the fraction

of the plasma volume which contributes to the reaction rate,

and B is the magnetic field strength at the pinch boundary.

We further define the ratio f between the Larmor radius

a of a certain charged reaction product and the average

Larmor radius a, of the plasma ions a1" the temperature T i.t
1 o

fr=ar/a.=(Z/Zr)(Are0r/AkTa)
1/2 (9)
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where Z and A are the charge and mass numbers of the

reaction product, Z and A are the corresponding average

numbers of the plasma ions, and e<(> is the released reaction

energy of the charged product. Values of f for the DT-reaction

at T Q = 5 X 1 0 K and for the DD- and DHe^-reactions at T Q = 1 0
9 K

are given in Table 3- In combination with expression (4) the

number of gyro radii of the charged product being contained

within the pinch radius can thus be written as

er = (10)

Combination of expressions (4), (7) and (8) then yields

2 4-2
(11)

for f./B =1. Thus 9. increases with increasing (a,P), and

decreases with increasing (f ,R,P Q ) .

For a parabolic pressure profile, the critical pinch current

for alpha particle containment becomes

,1/2V (12)

where m is the proton mass.

Turning now to the Lawson parameter nxp given by the

average density n and the energy containment time T we

consider the case of classical confinement. Adopting a simple

model in which mean values are taken over the plasma body,

the Lawson parameter becomes [76,783 »

(13)

(14)



62 = f k k2/f.k.T /K (15)
10 p p i b b o

8 = 4u r k kT3/2/f. k, (16)
c o c c o b b

Here (fr,f , f. ,f ) are dimensionless profile factors of order
t p D C

unity which are associated with the total energy content of

the plasma, the total loss by ion and electron diffusion and

heat conduction, the total loss by bremsstrahlung, and that

by cyclotron radiation, respectively. In SI units we further

have kp=1.5xl0~
42UnA ) ( in V3As2m//K) , kb=1.7xl0~

40( in VAm3//K ),

kc = 5-4xlO~
24(in AmVvs 2K) and k.=O.75xlO6 (in m/K/Vs). Anomalous

transport and impurity radiation can crudely be simulated

by enhancing the corresponding dimensionless factors. The

limiting cases of full reabsorption and no reabsorption of

cyclotron radiation in the plasma are represented by f =Q =0

and f =6 =1, respectively. When f =0 and the number e-

of Larmor radii goes to infinity, the loss by diffusion and

conduction disappears and the bremsstrahlung limit (14) is

reached. Equations (13)-(16) show that \j€]

there is a "saturation level" of nTo being reached

already at moderately large numbers 0. of Larmor radii;

when there is incomplete reabsorption of cyclotron

radiation and B cannot be neglected, the Lawson

criterion cannot be satisfied in low-beta systems

(B /BO>>1), but this could still be the case in high-beta

systems such as Extrap (6 /B <1).

It is further observed that, in a high-beta system of

Z-pinch type, the ohmic heating power will only be able to

cover the bremsstrahlung loss when the pinch current is kept

below the Pease-Braginskii limit J =1.68xlO6A[j9,8q]. For

a self-sustained toroidal bootstrap equilibrium the plasma

heat loss then has to be balanced through the heating by con-

tained alpha particles.
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As a numerical illustration we now insert values for a

small DT reactor having the dimensions R=3.75 m, ä=0.5 m and
q 8

the power P=10 W at the axial temperature T =5x10 K and

8 =l(see also Table 4). We Further assume the values f =0.5,

f =0.5, f.=0.35, f =0.40 for the profile factors and put
Hi 1/ £-/

A=2.5 and 8,nA = l8. For cyclotron radiation 96* is assumed

to be reabsorbed in the plasma, i.e. f =0.04. With these

data we obtain an average magnetic field B =2.0 tesla at° 6the pinch surface, a total pinch current J =5.1x10 A, an
20 -3 ^

electron density n =6.1x10 m at the pinch axis, and a

number 8. =22 of plasma ion Larmor radii being contained

within the pinch radius. There is a number 8 =3.8 of Larmor

radii for the alpha particles at the moment of their creation,

i.e. before they are slowed down by collisions with the plasma

particles. With the axial distances a =2.53=1.25 m and
r =1.5ä=0.75 m of the external rings and the magnetic x-points,x /- p

respectively, we further obtain a wall loading 11 = 6.8x10 W/m .

Finally, the bremsstrahlung limit of the Lawson parameter

becomes (nx_) =7.8x10 s/m-3 and the Lawson parameter at the
_ 21 3

chosen operating point becomes nx,-.=1.9xl0 s/m . A change of
h

the beta value from 6 =1 to 0 =0.04, say, would decrease
° °_ 20 ^

the Lawson parameter to a value nx =1.1x10 s/m .
fc

Tne results of this simple example can be summarized

as follows:

(i) The concept of a compact toroidal steady Extrap reactor

is consistent with technically relevant values of

power P, linear dimensions (R,a), magnetic field

strengths B , and pinch currents J . The wall loading

is in the range 5 to 25 MW/m of an economically com-

petitive reactor [2} , but further reactor technological

development is required to achieve optimum solutions in

this range of high power densities.

(ii) Alpha particle containment and associated bootstrap

operation appears to become possible in such a reactor.

(iii) The number 8. of contained plasma ion Larmor radii is rela-

tively small. Thus 8. and Jp//T~ in equation (4) are

only about a factor of 5 to 6 larger in this example

of a reactor than in the already performed stable
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small-scale experiments. The kinetic effects

on the intermediate and small wave length parts of the

perturbations should still become appreciable at a value

6̂^ = 22, i.e. where only about 11 ion Larmor diameters

are contained within the pinch radius, and the local

Larmor radius even becomes comparable to the pinch radius

in the regions near the 0- and x-points of Fig.l. The

wave length limit according to equation (6) becomes

Ac.=0.37 I.

(iv) The Lawson parameter nt- can be kept well above its
20 3

marginal value 10 s/m , even if almost no cyclotron

radiation would become absorbed within the plasma. This

holds as long as anomalous transport and impurity radiation

do not alter the plasma energy balance by orders of

magnitude.

(v) A high beta value could become decisive for the sucess

of magnetic fusion. Thus, even in the most favourable

case, represented by classical transport in a pure plasma,

a few percent of non-absorbed cyclotron radiation decreases

Tvr» below the marginal Lawson value for systems having low

average beta values.

(vi) There should be space available for a tritium-breeding

blanket which does not have to fully protect the cooling

system from neutrons in the case of cryogenic or

normally conducting coils at room temperature.

3.5.3. Ihe_Engineering_Beta Value

The analysis and discussions in the previous sections

have demonstrated the importance of achieving a high plasma

beta value. This leads to such advantages as a compact geometry

and a moderately large total power, and it could even become

a decisive condition for balancing the cyclotron radiation

losses.
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An additional point concerns the "engineering beta",

defined as the ratio between the total energy content of the

plasma divided by the total magnetic field energy, including

the field energy in the volume being outside of the confinement

region. There are several ways in which this engineering beta

can be improved for Extrap, thereby reducing the inductance

of the external coil system as well as the related coil power

losses and mechanical stresses. This can be done at least

in three ways:

(i) The external coils can be placed as closely as possible

to the plasma boundary.

(ii) The system of Fig.l can be modified by adding four

ring conductors in the space between the existing con-

ductors, thereby running currents through the additional

conductors in the same direction as the plasma current

Additional modifications consist of an array of external

rings which further decrease the total inductance and

channel as much as possible of the external field energy

to the intended confinement volume.

(iii) In cases when the required strength of the external field

is of the order of or less than the saturation value for

iron, a large part of the magnetic flux in the volume

outside of the plasma boundary can be "short-circuited"

by using iron-cored coil systems [jf] . The field strength

B in the example of Table 4 is just on the verge of

this range.

3.5.4 . Il??_P2wer>_Losses_of_the_Conductor_ Sys tern

With r=r denoting the radial distance to an x-point

in Fig.l,and using expression (3) we can write
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as a necessary condition for plasma stabilization in Extrap.

Here a is the radial distance to the magnetic axis of a

ring-shaped conductor, and F is a factor having the values

and 1/8 in the cases of four and eight ring conductors.

For more complex coil systems, such as those outlined under

(ii) and (iii) in Section 3.5-3., the effective value of

F could become smaller than 1/8.

The conductor system is now estimated to have the power

loss

p =
v

where N is the number of ring conductors, n is the resisti-

vity of the conductor material and r is the effective radius

of the coil cross section. For a set of geometrically similar

confxgurations satisfying condition (17) and where J /r

thus becomes proportional to J /a, it is seen from the Bennett

relation ( 7) that the power loss scales as the maximum plasma

pressure. The ratio between the coil power loss and the reaction

power is obtained from equations (18) and (8) and becomes

19)

Here three cases serve as illustrations:

(i) In the first case we adopt the numerical data of the

example given at the end of Section 3.5.2 and put the

external coils outside of a blanket having the thickness

1.0 m. We further adopt Nv=8, a =1.75m, r =0.75 m,

rv=0.25 m, F =1/8 and obtain Jv=3-75 J . Equation (19)

then yields 6v/nv=8.0x10 A/Vm. With nv=1.76xl0~
8 Vm/A

we have 8 =6.5 for copper at room temperature, and

normally conducting coils cannot be used in this case.However
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with the coils being outside of the blanket, super-

conductors can be utilized to reduce the coil power

loss to an acceptable level.

(ii) With the same values as under (i) above, but with the

coils placed closer to the plasma and forming part of

the blanket structure, the coil distance is changed

to a =1.25 m. Then J /J =1.2 when extrapolation is

made from the experimentally observed stability

threshold. This gives the value 9 /n =10^A/Vm. Using

copper or aluminium coils cooled to a temperature of

T =77 K, say, it is then possible to reduce 0 to an

acceptable level, i.e. 6 =0.11 for aluminium and

6 =0.067 for copper.

(iii) The case of normally conducting hot aluminium coils

kept at it00°C appears to become relevant at larger

dimensions and reactor powers. Thus, examples have been

given where 6v<0.1 for P=10 W and I^m

3.5.5. The Mechanical Stresses of the Conductor System

At aspect ratios R/i>4 the average hoop stress of the ring

conductor windings becomes

(20)

For a set of geometrically similar configurations, and in

analogy with the previous discussion on equation (18), it

is seen that also the coil stresses scale as the maximum plasma

pressure.

With the values of the example in Section 3.5.4(ii) the coil
7 2

stress becomes icv = 5. 5x10 'N/m . This value is below the maximum

limit <Cu=3.9xl0^N/m
2 for the tensile strength of hard copper,

by a factor of 7.



4. Extrapolation to a Full-Scale Reactor

The questions about the extrapolation of the Extrap concept

to a full-scale reactor have already been partly answered

by the previous discussion and by the examples given in Sections

3.5.2.-3.5.5 and Table 4. A more systematic analysis of these

questions will shortly be made here, as summarized in Table 5-

4.1. Plasma Physical Problems

4.1.1. Stability

The small-scale experiments so far performed are promising,

as they have shown that macroscopically stable states exist

at least for a number 6.̂ 4 of contained ion Larmor radii.

The so far performed theoretical analysis may also

explain the stable behaviour as the joint result of a number

of mechanisms, listed in Table 2. In this connection the invest-

igations by Haines £8l] of a linear pinch with circular cross

section should be mentioned, in particular the conclusions

drawn by Haines about the stabilizing effect of finite Larmor

radii. The constraints introduced by the externally imposed

multipole field in Extrap are expected to further improve

stability, as compared to the situation of a pinch with circular

cross section.

The kinetic damping by LLR effects is expected to become

quite strong for all perturbations the wave lengths of which are

comparable to or smaller than the "limiting" wave-length X

given by equation (6). For 6.)4 this implies that almost all

wave lengths in the experiments as well as in the reactor

case of Table 4 become subject to pronounced LLR effects which

distort and damp the fine-structure of any perturbation. From

the example on a compact Extrap reactor given in Section 3-5.2

and Table 4 is seen that the required number 6. of contained

ion Larmor radii is only about a factor of 5 larger than that

in stable experiments.



Bootstrap operation puts some constraints on the plasma

profiles. The stability of such profiles has to be investigated,

in terms of a complete theory which is not only based on MHD

analysis.

To sum up the stability situation, it does not seem unlikely

that extrapolation can be made to the number 0. of gyro

radii being required for full-scale reactor operation, but

this is a crucial point which requires further experimental

and theoretical investigations. Also the possible existence

of microinstabilities and their effects on plasma transport

has to be considered.

4 .1 .2 . ?/>n tainmen t

The number 9 of contained Larmor radii for charged

reaction products is related to the number e-f=fp
e
r
 of> contained

plasma ion Larmor radii as shown in Table 3. Thus, plasma core

heating through containment of charged reaction products

puts a lower limit on 8. and on the pinch current J . From

the example given in Section 3-5.2 and Table 4 is seen that

the condition for containment, 6 >1, can be satisfied without

leading the excessively high values of 0. which otherwise

could deteriorate the stability properties. This applies not

only to the example just mentioned, but also to other reactor

sizes, parameters and advanced fuel reactions.

In this connection it should be noticed from Table 3 that the

reaction product He of the DD-reaction corresponds to fr=1.88.

It therefore becomes comparatively easy to contain He and

to use it for heating of the plasma core. However, on account

of the rather low corresponding reaction energy (0.82 MeV),

this would only cover part of the bremstrahlung losses.

A special point concerns the affects of escaping charged

reaction products by which a negative space charge is generated
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within the plasma core. This creates an electric field which

tends to pull back the charged products into the confinement

region. The detailed balance of this process and the potential

differences which arise from it need to be further discussed.

4.1.3. Bremsstrahlung and Plasma Heating

When Ohmic heating is the only heat source of the plasma,

the bremsstrahlung losses will put an upper limit to the pinch

current of a high-beta system, as shown by Pease and Braginskii.

This limitation applies to pinch reactors which are not based

on containment of charged reaction products and where Ohmic

heating is provided by externally driven pinch currents in

linear geometry. These limitations can be avoided in a toroidal

steady-state bootstrap system with contained reaction products.

Alpha particle containment at relatively low numbers

of contained ion Larmor radii also has to be analysed more

in detail.

4.1.4. En e r gy_ _Cqn talnmen t

As long as the heat losses do not deviate too much from

those predicted by classical theory, the critical Lawson value

of nTr, can be exceeded with good margin, already at moderately

large numbers 6., of contained ion Larmor radii. Thus, it

does not become worth while increasing 8. to high values,

because nxc nearly reaches its maximum value already at

e. =10.
1

Anomalous transport could, of course, modify this picture,

but it also has to be kept in mind that the question of such

transport in a Z-pinch could become entirely different from

that in systems with a strong toroidal magnetic field. This

question requires further experimental and theoretical analysis.

This also applies to the problems of classical plasma diffusion

and heat conduction at relatively small numbers 6. of contained

ion Larmor radii.



4.1.5. CyclotronRadiation

As has been demonstrated in Section 3-5.2, cyclotron

radiation can become quite critical to the heat balance in

low-beta systems, in cases where there is incomplete

reabsorption in the plasma. A high beta value, such as

in Extrap, would solve this problem, even in the case of

incomplete reabsorption.

4.1.6. Additional Heating

The containment of charged reaction products should make

it possible to sustain a steady-state heat balance of Extrap

without auxiliary heating. Such heating, by an induced electric

field, radio frequency or other means, may only become necessary for

start-up and ramp-up;

compensation of incomplete heating by charged reaction

products;

profile control, also in connection with the profile

shapes required for bootstrap operation.

If auxiliary heating can be avoided, this will minimize the

circulating power and increase the efficiency.

4.2. Fusion Technological Problems

4.2.1. Power Density

As seen from equations (2) and (8), a compact size and

high power density become possible for a full-scale high-beta

reactor. Larger powers P and larger volumes V than those

given by Table 4 could also become relevant. This does not

only include the DT-reaction, but also the DD- and the

DHe -reactions, provided that adequate numbers 6. of contained

ion Larmor radii can be reached under stable conditions.

Especially the DHe -reaction is attractive from the environmental

point of view because of its lack of produced neutrons, and

from the engineering point of view because there would be
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no need for a neutron blanket.

An extrapolation of data is supported by reconsidering

equation (11) which shows that 9. is a slow function of

P,ä,R,T ,f ,p and Q. Provided that moderately large variations

in the number 0. of Larmor radii do not become critical

to stability, it is therefore seen that the example of

Table 4 can be extrapolated to a rather wide range of

reactor options.

4.2.2. Bootstrap State

Steady-state bootstrap operation becomes possible for

a certain rather large class of temperature and density profiles.

To realize these profiles, further investigations are necessary on

possible volume distributions of plasma sources due

to ionization of pellets, or of neutral gas penetrating

into the plasma;

possible volume distributions of heat sources due to

auxiliary heating mechanisms, combined with the heating

by charged reaction products.

4.2.3. External Coil System

To optimize the engineering beta value and minimize the coil

power losses and stresses there are several possible

solutions for a full-scale system. Thus a maximum of magnetic

energy of the external field should be channeled to the confine-

ment volume and the individual coil currents be minimized by

placing the external conductor rings as close to the

plasma body as possible;



using more advanced coil systems than that given in

Fig.l, i.e. having eight or more ring conductors or iron

cores which minimize the inductance associated with the

magnetic flux outside the plasma body.

For the particular choice of coil system there appears

to be different possible options, depending upon reactor size,

power and type of fuel. Among the variety of options which

all seem to satisfy the technical conditions on coil power

loss and mechanical stresses, there are the following:

Comparatively small DT-reactors with cryogenic coils

being placed rather close to the plasma body and not

necessarily being fully protected by a neutron blanket.

Larger DT-reactors with superconducting coils being

protected by a neutron blanket, or with cryogenic

or even room temperature coils and simpler blanket

structure.

Advanced fuel reactors, being largely dependent on

the possibility of reaching stable plasma states at

relatively large numbers 0. of contained ion Larmor

radii.

4.3. Parameter Space of Full-Scale Extrap Reactor

The present discussion on the extrapolation to a full-scale

reactor can be summarized in Fig.2 which relates the pinch

current J and the wall loading II to the total power P and the minor
_ P

radius a. The limit of alpha particle containment is obtained from

equation (12), the limit of coil stress from equation (20) for

copper, and the limit of coil power loss from equation (19) for

copper coils at room temperature. With the same coils being

refrigerated to 77 K, the corresponding limit becomes displaced

far below the origin of the figure.



5. Conclusions

For an extrapolation of the Extrap concept to a full-scale

reactor, there are some crucial points which need further

investigation, both experimentally and theoretically. In

particular, this concerns the number of contained ion Larmor

radii in a stable state, the stability limit of J /J , boot-

strap operation, plasma-neutral gas interaction, the problems

of classical plasma diffusion, heat conduction and alpha particle

containment at a comparatively low number of contained ion Larmor

radii, and the questions of anomalous transport and impurity

radiation. Experiments also have to be performed under more

reactor relevant conditions. This implies an aim of higher

plasma temperatures and larger ratios between the gyro and

collision frequencies, as well as longer times of quasi-steady

operation as compared to the characteristic growth times of slow

instabilities such as resistive modes.

As Vev as can be judged at the present stage and from the

discussions made in this paper, there is nothing which prevents

scaling of the Extrap concept to fusion reactor conditions. If

the results of further investigations on the crucial points just

mentioned become positive, and this appears to be quite probable,

Extrap could become one of the more attractive schemes for

realizing an optimized fusion reactor. However, this report should

only be considered to give a first indication of the problems of

such an extrapolation.
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Table 1. Equilibrium conditions for an optimized

fusion reactor.

Problem area

Longitudinal particle and heat
conduction losses

Transverse particle and heat
conduction losses

Direct penetration of neutrals and
impurities into plasma core

Cyclotron radiation

Technically feasible and compact
dimensions, possible realization
of advanced reactions and possible
use of normally conducting coils
with reduced stresses

Steady operation

Problems can be eli-
minated or minimized
by satisfying the
following conditions

Closed field lines
within confinement
region(closed bottle)

Closed drift orbits
within confinement
region; fully axi-
symmetric geometry;
purely poloidal
magnetic field

Impermeable plasma

High beta

High beta

Current drive or
bootstrap operation
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Table 2. Stabilizing effects in Extrap

Stabilizing Effects

MHD-Like Effects

External inhomogeneous
magnetic field

Magnetic field line
curvature and length

Magnetic separatrix

Cold-mantle and
surrounding low-beta
plasma

Radial pinch
oscillations

Finite Larmor radius(FLR)
effects

Kinetic Effects

Non-adiabatic scattering
at 0- and x-points

Transverse large Larmor
radius (LLR) effects

Longitudinal large Larmor
radius (LLR) effects

Basic Physical Mechanisms

Induced currents and forces due to
motion across inhomogeneous
external field; similar to shear.

Regions with good curvature form
fluid stable parts of the pinch
cross section and are linked by
short connection lengths.

Shaping of plasma cross section and
of smooth pressure and current
density profiles. Magnetic limiter.

Smooth shaping of pressure and
current density profiles, and
introduction of joint viscosity-
resistivity effects.

Dynamic stabilization.

Charge separation and current due
to differential ExB drift of
ions and electrons,and Hall effect

Local flattening of temperature
and density profiles.

Phase mixing and kinetic damping
of perturbations due to large
ion excursions across the magnetic
field.

Phase mixing and kinetic damping
of perturbations due to large
ion excursions along magnetic
field.



Table 3» Ratio f =a /a. between the Larmor radius a ofJ r r i r

charged reaction products and the average ion Larmor

radius a. of the plasma ions of the DT-, DD- and

DHe -reactions.

56

Charged Product

DT-reaction at T Q=5X1O
8K

He"

DD-reactions at T Q=10
9K

T3

P1

He3

DHe^-reaction at T =109K
0

He"

P

Ratio f

5.73

4.27

4.20

1.88

6.26

13-3
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Table 4. Parameters of a compact toroidal Extrap DT-reactor

operated in a steady bootstrap state. Data based on the

numerical examples of Sections 3-5.2, 3-5-4(11) and 3.5.5-

Parameter

Major radius,R(m)

Average minor radius,a(m)

Temperature at axis,T (K)

Density at axis.n (m~3)

Total thermonuclear power,P(W)

Wall load, II (W/m2)

Total pinch current J (A)

Number of ring conductors,N

Average conductor current J (A)

Conductor distance from pinch axis,a (m)

Axial distance of x-points,r (m)

Average field at pinch surface,B (T)

Number of contained ion Larmor radii, 8.

Number of contained alpha particle Larmor
radii, e p

Maximum wavelength for strong LLR effects,
Xci(m)

Lawson parameter for classical transport,
nxE(s/m3 )

Power loss ratio,3nkT/xEP

Temperature of refrigerated coils,T (K)

Fractional coil power loss, 6

Fractional coil stress, <v/<c

Value

3-75
0.5

5xlO8

6.1xl020

109

6.8xlO6

5.1xlO6

8
6.1xlO6

1.25

0.75

2.0

22

3-8

0.18

1.9xlO21

0.001

77
0.067

0.14
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Table 5- Extrapolation to a full-scale reactor.

Issues

Plasma Physics

Stability

Containment of
charged reaction
products

Bremsstrahlung
and plasma
heating

Energy
containment

Cyclotron
radiation

Auxiliary
heating

Fusion Technology

Power density

Bootstrap
operation

External coil
system

Status and Proposed Measures

Experiments so far macroscopically stable
for at least 6-̂ =4 contained ion Larmor
radii. About 6^=15 required for reactor.
This seems to be consistent with theory
but more experimental and theoretical
analysis needed on this crucial problem.

Can be realized for DT-reactor with Q^-15,
and possibly also for some advanced
reactions. Depends on stability problem.

Pease-Braginskii limit not critical for
toroidal bootstrap equilibrium with
contained reaction products.

Values of nTg far above Lawson limit can
be reached if confinement does not deviate
strongly from classical one. Maximum of
n*T£ then nearly reached for 6-̂ =10. Further
analysis on anomalous transport needed.

Not critical at the high plasma beta
values of Extrap, but can become problem
at low beta values.

May become useful for start-up, ramp-up,
incomplete heating and profile shaping.

Compact size and high power density appears
to be realizable, as well as extrapolation
to a rather wide range of reactor data,
provided that condition on 6̂  can be
satisfied.

Possible for certain class of profiles.
Depends on stability of these profiles,
and on volume distribution oV particle
and heat sources.More analysis necessary.

Several methods exist to increase
engineering beta value. Coil power losses
and stresses scale with maximum plasma
pressure and can be kept at tolerable
levels. Several options of coil systems
possible, including superconductors,
refrigerated coils and possibly even
normally conducting coils.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. Outline of a toroidal Extrap (External

Ring Trap) configuration showing the special

case of four external ring conductors carrying

currents which are antiparallel to the pinch

current of the fully ionized high-beta plasma,

and where there are four magnetic x-points at a

common separatrix. The shape of the non-circular

plasma cross section depends on the current

profile. The figure shows a situation where the

fully ionized plasma is bounded by a thin

partially ionized boundary layer situated at

the magnetic separatrix. In the volume outside

of this layer there is neutral gas and a

partially ionized low-beta plasma. The geometry

represented by the figure gives one example of

a class of possible Extrap configurations.

Geometries with other numbers, positions and

current directions of the ring conductors also

belong to this class.

Fig.2. The relations between pinch current J , wall load n.tote

thermonuclear power P, and minor radius 3 of an
o

Extrap reactor based on the DT-reaction at T =5x10 K,

B =1, N =8 conductor rings, the dimensions

a=2R/15 = 2rx/3 = 2rv=2av/5, f*v=0.5 and copper coils

refrigerated to 77 K. The alpha particle containment

limit J =J , the coil stress limit K =<„ and the
p pc v Cu

coil power loss limit 6 =1 at room temperature are

indicated in the figure. The coil power loss limit

for cryogenic coils is far below the origin of the

diagram. The operating point of the numerical example

listed in Table 4 is indicated by a crossed mark.
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A review is given of the Extrap concept and its possibili-

ties of being extrapolated to a full-scale fusion reactor.

The toroidal Extrap configuration consists of a Z-pinch being

immersed in an octupole field generated by currents in a set of

ring-shaped external conductors. This configuration satisfies

the equilibrium conditions of an optimized fusion reactor,

in having closed field lines, closed particle drift orbits,

fully axisymmetric geometry, no toroidal magnetic field, and

a high plasma beta value.

Small scale linear and toroidal experiments have demon-

strated macroscopic stability, at least for a number 6.=4

of ion Larmor radii being contained within the pinch radius.

The stability appears to be explained by a combination of

MHD-like and kinetic effects in Extrap geometry.

For extrapolation to a full-scale reactor further experi-

mental and theoretical analysis is needed at more reactor

relevant conditions, on such questions as the stability for

6 =20 contained ion Larmor radii, plasma-neutral gas interaction,

anomalous transport and impurity radiation losses. Positive

results from such an analysis will allow for extrapolation

to a rather large class of reactor schemes, including the

containment of charged reaction products, bootstrap operation,

energy containment at a satisfactory margin with respect to

the Lawson limit, compact size and high power density, the

possible use of advanced fuel reactions, and a comparatively

simple coil system with tolerable power losses and mechanical

stresses, in some cases even consisting of cryogenic or

normally conducting coils at room temperature.
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